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ABSTRACT

Reading diagrams is an important ability needed by college students, particularly to writing their thesis. This ability could help students in describing and communicating the results of their research. Conversely, the inability to read diagrams causes errors in interpreting the results of the research. This descriptive qualitative study aims to describe the ability of students to read diagrams in terms of gender differences and the tendency to choose problems between bar/line diagrams, and the reasons behind the difficulties for students reading diagrams. This study involved 25 students who were finishing their thesis in Mathematics Education, Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, University of Lampung. Research data were collected using test and interview instrument. This table reading test consists of 2 essay questions, which are reading bar and line diagrams. Semi-structured interviews aimed at completing the diagram reading test data. The results showed that students’ ability both male and female to read diagrams was classified as moderate, the ability to read bar charts of female students was higher than that of male students but the ability to read line diagrams of male students was higher than female students, female students tend to choose bar diagrams rather than line diagrams while male students tend to choose line diagrams rather than bar diagrams, and the cause of difficulties in reading diagrams for female students were errors in understanding the meaning words while male students were errors of logical thinking in associating data with other data.
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INTRODUCTION

Statistics is one part of math taught at all levels of the school, because statistics are widely used in daily life. In addition, statistics is not only taught to students majoring in mathematics, but to all students outside the department of mathematics (Yenni & Andriyani, 2019). Diagrams are an important part of statistical material. In the 2013 curriculum, the diagram; or often also called graphics, has been taught in schools ranging from grade 3 elementary school to grade 12 high school, even to the college. The teaching of diagrams at all levels of education is intended so that students can have communication skills and mathematical representation (NCTM, 2000; Sumarmo, 2012). The ability to read diagrams must be possessed by students. Because the diagram can function as a communication medium of a situation or condition, and vice versa a situation condition can be represented by a diagram.

Reading diagrams consists of 2 words that form it, namely reading and diagrams. Reading is interpreted as a thought process to understand and interpret the meaning of the writing/symbol (Dalman, 2013). Literally, diagrams are pictures (blurred, sketched) that show or explain a situation/condition based on the data (KKBI, 2020). Means, reading diagrams is a thought process to understand and interpret the meaning of a situation/condition based on the data. In statistics in several types of diagrams, including bar charts, lines and circles (Sutiarso, 2011). Each diagram has a different form and purpose. Bar charts are shaped in sections to show the development of the value of an object in a certain time span. Line diagram in the form of a line to show the observations of the value of an object at a certain time. A circular circle diagram to show the percentage of a part.

Diagrams are widely used in educational activities and daily life. In educational activities, diagrams are used by students when learning mathematics (statistics). In daily life, diagrams are often found on information boards, activity reports or research (thesis). Diagrams are widely used in education and daily life because of the benefits of these diagrams, which present too much or complicated data to be adequately explained in less space (Slutsky, 2014), facilitate the presentation of data (Yulianti et al., 2015), and display data at a glance, facilitates comparisons, and can reveal trends and relationships in the data (In & Lee, 2017). Although diagrams have been widely used by students in learning statistics, several studies have suggested that there are still many students having difficulty reading or understanding diagrams.
Some research on the ability to read diagrams has been done by researchers ranging from elementary school students to college students. Specially research on college students was reported by Subekti & Kusuma (2016) that some students still weak in understanding the symbol on the frequency histogram/polygon. Takaria & Talakua (2018) stated that students have difficulty understanding normal curve digrams due to weak concepts about data distribution. Rafianti, et al. (2018) reported that more than 30% of students mistakenly interpret the circle's circles because they have not precisely determined the ratio of a data to all data. Andoko & Pamungkas (2018) founded that only 10% of college students were able to interpret data from a given case. Based on some of these studies, it appears that the ability of students in reading diagrams is low. Although research on reading diagrams has been done by researchers, this research is limited to the description of reading ability and the factors causing difficulty of reading diagrams. The research also has not analyzed the tendency to choose questions between the bar and line diagrams and has not differentiated the ability to read between gender differences.

Analysis of the tendency to choose questions is considered important because by knowing the tendencies of these students can be considered by the teacher in choosing a material over other materials. The choice of material on this other material is part of student interest in learning. A student who has an interest in a subject matter, the student will have a high motivation to learn the material, or in other words, a high-interest student in learning can encourage high motivation too (Cahyono, 2018; Shin et al., 2019). Likewise, analyzing gender differences will make it easier for teachers to apply effective teaching models or methods. Because some studies mention that there are differences in abilities between male and female students in certain sections, namely mathematical problem solving (Wardani, 2014), understanding mathematical concepts (Kurniasni, 2016), mathematical learning achievement (Anjum, 2015), student creativity profile in solve problems (Febryana, 2018), mathematical reasoning (Salmina & Nisa, 2018), and mathematical proof (Sutiarso, 2019). This study aims to describe the ability of students to read diagrams in terms of gender differences and the tendency to choose questions between bar/line diagrams, as well as the causes of difficulties for students reading diagrams. The selection of students who write their thesis is based on the consideration that when students doing their thesis a lot of data will be processed and concluded.
METHOD

This type of research is descriptive qualitative which describes the results of the study without any treatment. This research involved 25 college students (8 male and 17 female) of Mathematics Education Study Program, FKIP, University of Lampung, who were writing their thesis in odd semester of the academic year 2019/2020. The selection of these thesis finishing students as research subjects is based on considerations, namely (a) college students are people who study at the highest level of education, (b) thesis writing is an activity that involves data processing and concludes it. Research data were collected through test and interview instruments. Before being used in this research, the instrument was validated by two experts (colleague) and it was stated that both were valid.

This table reading assessment consists of 2 essay questions, which are reading bar and line diagrams. The test questions on the two questions are the same, which is 4 items. However, it is different in the diagram shown, which is the bar and line diagram (Figure 1). On the test sheet, it does not write the number of questions, and students can choose the questions solved first between the bar and line diagrams.

![Figure 1. Questions on Reading Diagram Ability Test](image)

The interview is in the form of semi-structured which aims to complete the result data by reading the diagram test. The interview question is what is the (logical) reason for choosing to solve the problem of a diagram rather than another diagram? The data result obtained through test and interview were analyzed with descriptive statistics. Specifically, for the test results, the average answer score is classified based on the following level of interpretation as seen on table 1.
Table 1. Average Score and Interpretation Levels of the Answers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Average Score (x)</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00 &lt; x ≤ 1.33</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.33 &lt; x ≤ 2.66</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.66 &lt; x ≤ 4.00</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ability to Read Diagram as A Whole

The results of college students' ability to read this diagram are based on the test reading bar and line diagrams. Each test contains 4 items with the same questions. The results of the analysis of the answers given by 25 students showed the average score of students' ability to read bar charts 1.52; line diagram 1.36; and both 1.44 (maximum score of 4). The average score of the students' abilities is stated in figure 2 below.

![Figure 2. Students' Ability to Read Diagrams](image)

Based on figure 2, several findings are obtained, namely (a) as a whole, the ability of students to read diagrams is classified as moderate (average score 1.44), and (b) the ability to read bar charts is higher than line charts. These results indicate that the ability of students (thesis authors) in reading diagrams is classified as moderate. Even though reading diagrams is an important ability and highly will be found by college students in writing a thesis. In writing a thesis, students collect and process data. Furthermore, to ensure that the data is easily understood, the results of data processing are represented as diagrams, and vice versa interpreting the diagram above the previous data. Subsequent findings show that students' ability to read bar charts is higher than reading line diagrams. Besides, the results obtained that there are college students' answers that are not consistent in completing bar and line diagrams. The
students’ answers to the two questions should be the same even though the diagrams are different.

The results of the analysis of the student answer sheet found 2 main errors that caused the students difficulty in reading the diagrams, namely errors understanding the meaning of words and errors of logical thinking in associating data with other data. Generally, female students make errors understanding the meaning words, while male students make errors of logical thinking in associating data with other data. The following are examples of student answers based on these 2 errors, namely:

1. Errors understanding the meaning of words

What is meant by misunderstanding the meaning of words is the words 'lowest' and 'reasonable'. Some students understand the word 'lowest' is the difference in value between posttest and pretest more than 0 (zero and negative values are not included), and some other students understand the word 'lowest' is the difference in value between posttest and zero pretests. The truth is, the word 'lowest' means the smallest difference in value between posttest and pretest (including zero and negative values). Likewise, most students understand the word 'reasonable' is understood by students if there is an increase in scores between posttest and pretest, and the increase is not too high. The correct understanding is that the word 'reasonable' means an increase between posttest and posttest, except when the pretest gets the maximum but when the posttest gets the minimum value.

Understanding the meaning of words is a complicated activity. To understand the meaning of words properly, a person needs to know the conceptual, compositional, and operational approach of a word (Chaer & Mulia, 2014). The conceptual approach states that each word inherently contains a concept, idea or thought about something that exists, happens or takes place in the real world. Componential approach states that each word's meaning consists of several components which as a whole form the meaning of the word. The operational approach states that the meaning of a new word is clear when the word has been used in the context of a particular sentence. Based on the three approaches, the meaning of a word can be understood if someone knows the ideas contained in the word, the components that form the word, and the relationship with other words.

Understanding the meaning of words also requires knowledge of the meaning of lexical and grammatical words (Sarnia, 2015). The meaning of the lexical word is the meaning of the
The meaning of the grammatical word is the meaning of the word formed using the said word under the correct grammar. This means a word can be interpreted correctly if someone has sufficient knowledge about the meaning of words as written in the dictionary, and knowledge of the word meanings by correct grammar. Furthermore, to understand the meaning of words, knowledge of the meaning of denotation and connotation is needed (Widiyawati et al, 2017). The meaning of denotation is the actual meaning of the word and does not contain any particular feeling or value. The meaning of connotation is the meaning contained in a word that has a sense of value both positive and negative. So, when interpreting a word, a person needs to know the true meaning and sense value of the word. The example of errors in understanding the meaning of the words 'lowest' and 'reasonable' from student answers can be seen in figure 3 below.

Figure 3. Examples of Mistakes in Understanding the Word Meanings

2. The error in logical thinking in associating data with other data.

This error occurs when the students associate the increase in the highest and lowest score, as well as associating the reasonable and unreasonable values. All students answered correctly to the question "Who gets the highest increase?", but all students answered incorrectly to the question "Who got the lowest increase?". Likewise, all students answered correctly to the question "Who gets the fair value?", but all students answered incorrectly to the question "Who gets the fair value?". The two questions are actually conflicting questions; that is, the first answer
is the opposite of the second answer and vice versa. If students can think logically then both of these questions should be answered correctly, or if they are answered wrong then the other should be wrong. The example of logical thinking errors in associating data with other data can be seen in Figure 4 below.

![Figure 4. Examples of Errors on Logical Thingking on Data Interrelation](image)

**Ability to Read Diagrams Based on Genders**

Overall, the average score of college students’ ability to read diagrams based on gender differences showed that female students (average score of 1.47) obtained a higher score than male students (average score of 1.38). Moreover, if seen from the table question it is found that the ability to read bar diagrams of female students is higher than that of male students, but the ability to read line diagrams of male students is higher than female students with a small gap between these two. In summary, the average scores of female and male student abilities are shown in Figure 5 below.
Based on Figure 5, it shows that female students more easily understand bar charts than male students, while male students more easily understand line charts than female students. These results provide information (new findings) that female students more easily read discrete data, and male students more easily read continuous data. Discrete data is defined as calculated data, and continuous data is measured data (Sutiarso, 2011). Based on these definitions, it means that discrete data represent rounded data and continuous data describes data that are fractional (interval). In other words, female students tend to more easily understand rounded data, and male students tend to more easily understand fraction data. This result is in line with Sutiarso (2019) which states that male students tend to have higher original (imaginative) thinking abilities than female students, while female students tend to have higher fluency abilities (routines) than male students. These results may be related to the fact that when the students face objects (data) that are not fixed (fractions), imaginative abilities are needed, and vice versa when dealing with objects that are fixed (round) routine abilities are required.

**Ability to Read Diagrams Based on Selection of Questions**

Overall, the average score of students' ability to read diagrams based on the tendency to choose questions obtained by students who choose bar diagram questions have higher mean scores than line charts, and students who choose line charts have higher mean scores than bar charts. These results indicate that the ability of students following the tendency to choose questions between bar/line diagrams. Based on gender, female students tend to choose bar diagrams rather than line diagrams while male students tend to choose line diagrams rather than bar diagrams. The average score of students' ability to read diagrams based on the choice of questions is shown in Figure 6 below.
Based on Figure 6, shows that the ability to read diagrams following the tendency to choose the diagram problem and this tendency is related to the interest in an object. Likewise, in learning, that one's learning interest greatly influences the learning outcomes. Interest is a feeling of preference and a sense of interest in a thing or activity without the need of anyone asking for it (Slameto, 2010). It can be interpreted as a student who is interested in learning will learn with pleasure, thus resulted in a positive impact on learning outcomes. The results of the study showed that the higher interest possessed, the higher the learning outcomes, and conversely the lower learning interest, the lower the learning outcomes will be (Pangestu et al., 2015; Otoo et al., 2018).

The results of interviews with students (male and female students) about the reasons for the tendency to choose a line diagram or bar chart problem is that the line diagram problem is easier to solve than a bar diagram or vice versa. The tendency of students to choose questions is based on the assumption that it is 'easier' to solve line diagram problems than bar charts, or vice versa. The following is an interview conversation about the reasons for the tendency to choose the questions (lecturer and students):

Lecturer: "Why do you choose line diagram problems first over bar charts?"
Student_1 (male): "I prefer line charts, I think it's easier"

Lecturer: "Why do you choose a bar chart problem over line diagram?"
Student_2 (female): "I prefer the bar charts. Bar charts are easier to understand rather than line charts "

![Figure 6. Ability to Read Diagrams Based on Selection of Questions](image-url)
CONCLUSION

The ability to read diagrams is one of the important knowledges for students, especially students who are writing their thesis. When writing a thesis, students must be able to collect and process data, as well as represent data in the form of diagrams. The inability to read this diagram shows the inability of students to communicate the results of their research. The results of this study can be used as evaluation material for lecturers in teaching statistical material (diagram material), including the use of learning methods for female and male college students. The results of this study indicate that (1) students’ ability both male and female to read diagrams was classified as moderate, (2) the ability to read bar charts of female students was higher than that of male students but the ability to read line diagrams of male students was higher than female students, (3) female students tend to choose bar diagrams rather than line diagrams while male students tend to choose line diagrams rather than bar diagrams, and (4) the cause of difficulties in reading diagrams for female students were errors in understanding the meaning words while male students were errors of logical thinking in associating data with other data.
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